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Abstract— One of the most promising candidates to pro-
duce clean nuclear fusion energy is the tokamak, a device
magnetically confining an extremely hot plasma (i.e. an ion-
ized gas) where the fusion reactions take place. To produce
nuclear fusion energy using tokamak devices, it is crucial
that the poloidal magnetic flux (characterized by the so-
called q profile) and the plasma internal energy are tightly
controlled to avoid magnetohydrodynamic instabilities and to
reach the high pressures and temperatures that are needed
for high fusion-power density. Simultaneous control of the q
profile and the internal energy is challenging for a number of
reasons: the system is nonlinear, there are significant parameter
uncertainties and large disturbances, the available number of
actuators is small, and the actuation authority is limited from
a control perspective. Therefore, a variable-structure controller
is proposed in this work to tackle this plasma control problem
since this type of controllers can typically diminish the impact
of serious disturbances and nonlinearities while still leading to
good performance. Simulations and recent experiments on the
DIII-D tokamak in a challenging high-confinement (H-mode)
plasma regime show that this control approach does indeed
lead to good and repeatable control of the q profile and the
internal energy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear fusion is a candidate for clean energy production
that does create neither long term radioactive waste nor
green house gasses. Moreover, it is virtually independent
of scarce natural resources. When ions are brought together
close enough under high temperature and density conditions,
they fuse and a significant amount of energy is released
due to mass-energy conversion. Research on how to use this
nuclear process as a viable energy source started in the 1940s
and has mainly, but not exclusively, focussed on magnetic
confinement. As the fuel gas (isotopes of hydrogen) is heated
to fusion conditions, it ionizes and becomes what is known
as a plasma. In a plasma, separated ions and electrons have
electrical charge, conduct electricity, and follow magnetic
field lines. The magnetic confinement approach to fusion
exploits this property of the plasma and employs magnetic
fields to confine it within a specific volume, preventing in this
way the hot (⇡ 108 degrees) plasma from entering in contact
with the inner wall of the fusion reactor. In the 1950s, the
tokamak emerged as one of the most promising candidates
for successful magnetically-confined nuclear fusion.
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In a tokamak [1], a plasma is confined in a toroidal vessel
by helical magnetic field lines, which are characterized by
their toroidal and poloidal components. Any point within
the toroidal plasma is characterized by its poloidal magnetic
flux, which is defined as  =

R
S

B̄
✓

· d̄S, where B̄
✓

denotes the poloidal component of the magnetic field and
S is the surface normal to the z axis bounded by a toroidal
ring passing through the point of interest. Points of equal
poloidal magnetic flux define nested magnetic-flux surfaces
as shown in Fig. 1. The axisymmetry provided by the toroidal
geometry together with the selection of a spatial coordinate ⇢
indexing the nested magnetic-flux surfaces reduces the three-
dimensional problem to just one dimension. The shape of any
variable on this spatial coordinate is referred to as profile.

To create conditions under which nuclear fusion is possi-
ble, the plasma needs to have very high temperature, density,
and energy confinement time (i.e. the typical time scale
in which the plasma loses its energy). However, increasing
these plasma variables also increases detrimental phenom-
ena such as neoclassical tearing modes (NTMs) and other
instabilities in the magnetic field (commonly referred to as
MHD activity1). These phenomena can not only limit the
realizable temperature and pressure and locally change the
magnetic field but also lead to disruption and termination
of the plasma. It has been shown that the profile of the
safety factor q, which is a measure of the pitch of the
magnetic field lines, plays an important role in avoiding
these phenomena and achieving both steady-state and high-
performance plasma conditions. If q has the “right” profile,
with high enough values at the magnetic axis (⇢ = 0) and
at the plasma boundary, then many undesirable instabilities
and plasma-degrading phenomena can be avoided.

In day-to-day operation of tokamaks, the q profile is
controlled in open-loop by designing feedforward trajectories
for the available actuators, which include the total plasma
current and non-inductive current drives such as neutral-
beam injectors and electron-cyclotron launchers. However,
this does not always lead to good results because the initial
conditions for the q profile vary between discharges. More-
over, magnetic and kinetic disturbances perturb the plasma
state evolution, resulting in q profiles that are not close
enough to the desired one. To increase the repeatability
of discharges and to gain robustness against disturbances,
feedback control of the q profile arises as a necessity.

1The MHD (magnetohydrodynamic) equations are a combination of
the Maxwell and Navier-Stokes equations and describe the coupled fluid
(plasma) and electromagnetic field dynamics.
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Fig. 1. The magnetic surfaces within a tokamak.

The kinetic-magnetic coupling and nonlinear infinite-
dimensional nature of the problem has led to a model-
based control approach based on both data-driven [2] and
first-principles-driven [3], [4], [5], [6] modeling techniques.
Model-based control methodologies that have been used in
the last decade for q-profile regulation include LQR [7],
MPC [8], Lyapunov-based control [9], backstepping con-
trol [10], and H1 control [11], [12]. Experiments typically
shows that the q-profile feedback controller changes the
internal energy of the plasma in an unwanted fashion while
pursuing a desired profile. The change in energy (and temper-
ature) varies the resistive diffusivity of the plasmas affecting
the control performance, especially in the H-mode regime
characterized by higher temperature and low resisitivity.
More importantly, large changes in energy can also lead to
serious MHD instabilities that must be avoided at all cost.

Therefore, closed-loop q-profile control in combination
with internal-energy control is proposed in this work for
the DIII-D tokamak in the form of a variable-structure
controller. This type of controllers is robust against both
model uncertainties and matched disturbances (i.e. distur-
bances that enter the state-space equations at the same place
as an input) while it has the capability of achieving good
performance. The idea behind variable-structure control is to
steer the system state to a subspace, i.e. the sliding surface,
by switching fast between two different high-gain control
actions. Once the state is on this sliding surface, it converges
exponentially to zero by design. It may be problematic for
many actuators to achieve the desired fast switching required
by variable-structure control. This is not the case, however,
of the neutral beam powers in DIII-D, which are modulated
between minimal and maximum power. Aggressive and
saturated use of these actuators is therefore not a limitation
and actually another reason for having designed this type of
controller. The variable-structurel controller designed for q-
profile regulation in DIII-D makes use of a discrete-in-time
model, which leads to a discrete-time variable-structure con-
troller (DVSC) that avoids some typical chattering issues and
eases implementation. The sliding-mode controller proposed

in [13] differs from our approach in several ways, which
include the structure of the controller, the modeling of the
kinetic-magnetic coupling through the plasma resistivity, the
time domain representation, and experimental testing.

This article is organized as follows. The model for the q-
profile and energy evolutions is introduced in Section II. In
Section III the DVSC is constructed. The DIII-D experimen-
tal results presented in Section IV confirm that the approach
works effectively in the difficult-to-control highly-disturbed
H-mode plasma regime. Conclusions and suggestions for
future work are stated in Section V.

II. CURRENT PROFILE AND INTERNAL ENERGY MODEL

A. Current Profile Model

The mean effective minor radius, ⇢, is used to index each
magnetic-flux surface in Fig. 1. It is related to the toroidal
magnetic flux, �, and to the vacuum toroidal magnetic field
at the geometric major radius R0 of the tokamak, B

�,0, by
means of ⇡B

�,0⇢
2 = �. The mean effective minor radius

can be normalized as ⇢̂ = ⇢/⇢b, where ⇢b is the value of ⇢
at the last closed magnetic-flux surface. The safety factor
q(⇢̂, t) is defined in terms of the gradient of  (⇢̂, t) as

q(⇢̂, t) =
d�

d 
= � d�

2⇡d 
= �B

�,0⇢
2
b ⇢̂

@ /@⇢̂
, (1)

where t is the time and  (⇢̂, t) is the poloidal stream
function, which is closely related to the poloidal flux, i.e.,
 = 2⇡ . Since the toroidal current density also depends
on the gradient of  (⇢̂, t), fusion plasma physicists speak
interchangeably of the current (density) profile and the q
profile. The evolution of the poloidal magnetic flux can be
described by the magnetic diffusion equation [14],
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where ⌘(Te) is the plasma resistivity for which simplified
scaling models are available [15] Te(⇢̂, t) is the electron
temperature, µ0 is the vacuum permeability, jNI(⇢̂, t) is the
noninductive current density from various sources, F̂ (⇢̂),
Ĝ(⇢̂), and Ĥ(⇢̂) are spatially varying geometric factors per-
taining to the magnetic configuration of a particular plasma
equilibrium [3]. The boundary conditions are given by
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Ip(t), (3)

where Ip(t) is the total plasma current. Based on experi-
mental observations at DIII-D, simplified scenario-oriented
physics-based models for the plasma density, electron tem-
perature, plasma resistivity, and noninductive current drives
(including bootstrap current) in H-mode discharges were
developed [6]. The model (2) can be written in the control-
oriented form
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The term nNBI denotes the number of neutral beam injectors,
D
 

= F̂ ĜĤ , the functions f(·)(⇢̂) capture the spatial
dependence of the model (the form of these functions arise
from the physics-based correlations for density, temperature,
resistivity, and auxiliary current drive [6]) and u(·)(t) are a
set of nonlinear input functions of the form,

u
⌘

(t) = Ip(t)
�3/2Ptot(t)

�3/4n̄e(t)
3/2,

uNBI,i(t) = Ip(t)
�1Ptot(t)

�1/2PNBI,i(t),

uBS(t) = Ip(t)
�1/2Ptot(t)

�1/4n̄e(t)
3/2,

(5)

where Ptot(t) is the total power injected to the plasma,
PNBI,i(t) represents the individual neutral-beam injector
powers, and n̄e(t) is the line-averaged electron density.
Electron-cyclotron launcher powers are not used for feedback
control in this work and for this reason their effects are not
included in the model. The system admit diffusivity control
(u
⌘

), interior control (uNBI,i, uBS), and boundary control (Ip).

B. Internal Energy Model

The plasma internal energy, i.e. the volume averaged
energy density over the plasma volume, can be written as

W =

Z

⇢̂
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(⇢̂, t)

◆
dV

d⇢̂
d⇢̂. (6)

Its dynamics can be well approximated by

dE

dt
= �E

⌧E
+ Ptot(t), (7)

where ⌧E is a the global energy confinement time. We use
the ITER-98 (IPB98(y, 2)) [16] scaling law to model the
energy confinement time, ⌧

E

/ I0.93
p

n̄0.41
e

P�0.69
tot

. The total
absorbed power, P

tot

is equal to the auxiliary power injected
into the plasma by the neutral beams, Paux =

P
nNBI
i

PNBI,i,
plus the power from the ohmic coil, Pohm, minus the radiative
power, Prad, i.e. Ptot = Paux+Pohm�Prad. The ohmic heating
power can be computed as,

jtor = �c1
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(8)
where c1 and c2 are time-constant profiles [6]. The radiative
power (Bremsstrahlung radiation) can be expressed as

Prad = kbremZeffne

(⇢̂, t)2
p

T
e

(⇢̂, t), (9)

where kbrem = 5.5 ⇥ 10�37 Wm3/
p
keV is the

Bremsstrahlung radiation coefficient and Zeff is the effective
ion atomic number [17].

C. Discretized Model

The models for  (⇢̂, t) (2)–(3) and W (t) (7) evolutions
are spatially and temporally discretized with a time step
�t = 0.020 s and a spatial step �⇢̂ = 0.05. Then, the
dynamics is written in terms of the rotational transform ◆ =
1/q = �(@ /@⇢̂)/B

�,0⇢
2
b

⇢. This results in a state x(k) =
[◆(⇢̂ = 0.05, k), ◆(⇢̂ = 0.1, k), . . . , ◆(⇢̂ = 0.95, k),W (k)] of
size n = 20, with k 2 N. After linearizing the equations for

◆ and W around a nominal trajectory, the linearized discrete-
time dynamics of the state is given by

x(k + 1) = A(k)x(k) +Bu(k), (10)

with A 2 Rn⇥n, and B 2 Rn⇥m, and input vector u 2 Rm.

III. VARIABLE STRUCUTRE CONTROL

For reaching specific energy values and safety-factor pro-
files in a repeatable fashion in experiments, a control law has
been designed to track a given reference x

d

(k) and thereby
to control both q(⇢̂, t) and W (t). The control law minimizes
the tracking error x̃(k) = x

d

(k) � x(k) and thereby drives
the plasma state to the desired q profile and W value. This
state feedback controller uses all n = 20 measured states
and m control inputs to the system. In this case m = 5
and the inputs are the plasma current I

p

and four neutral
beam powers. The discrete-time variable-structure controller
is based on the discretized and linearized model (10). The
specific control structure is based on [18] and has the form

u(k) = u
ff

(k) + u
lfb

(k) + u
sfb

(k). (11)

The feedforward input u
ff

(k) is either designed according
to [19] or extracted from previous experiments. The two
feedback components are a linear state feedback control

u
lfb

(k) = ��1M(x
d

(k)� x(k)), (12)

and nonlinear variable-structure control

u
sfb

(k) = ��1Ksat(s(k),�), (13)

with s = Gx̃ is a sliding scalar variable and � is a design
constant scalar. The function sat(s(k),�) is defined as

sat (s,�) =

(
sign(s), |s| > �,

s/�, |s|  �.
(14)

The matrices �, M , and K = [K1,K2, . . . ,K5] define the
control law. To construct this controller for the given discrete-
time linear system (10), first a linear state feedback matrix
F is designed such that A � BF has distinct and stable
eigenvalues (|�

i

| < 1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, as this is a discrete-
time system). At least one eigenvalue is chosen to be real and
in the (�1, 1) interval. The matrix F can be designed using
any suitable method, but in this work F has been designed
by solving a discrete-time LQR problem that minimizes the
quadratic cost function

J(u) =
1X

n=1

(x(n)TQx(n) + u(n)TRu(n)), (15)

where Q and R are n ⇥ n and m ⇥ m weight matrices,
respectively. One of the strictly-real stable eigenvalues of
A�BF is denoted as � and the sliding variable s is defined
as s = Gx̃ with G = ⇠T , where ⇠ is the left eigenvector
of A � BF corresponding to the chosen eigenvalue �. The
matrix � can then be constructed as

� = diag(GB1, . . . , GB5), (16)
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Fig. 2. Left: Although supposed to be similar discharges by design, the initial q profiles of discharge 165919 (red) and reference discharge 163822 (blue)
are significantly different. Center: The internal energy W (t) (red) follows the reference (blue) in discharge 165918. Right: The internal energy W (t) (red)
also follows the reference (blue) in discharge 165919 but with an offset. The energy typically oscillates in all discharges due to the sliding mode action.

where B
i

is the i-th column of matrix B. The central idea
of this variable-structure control approach is first to make
the state converge towards s = 0, the stable sliding surface.
Once the state resides on the s = 0 subspace, it will converge
towards the origin as the reduced dynamics on the sliding
surface is asymptoticaly stable by design and depends on
the choice of �. The saturation function sat(s,�) in the
feedback term u

sfb

forces the state to converge to s = 0
and then keeps the state on the sliding surface, or at least
in a boundary layer around it. The size of this boundary
layer depends on the expected disturbances and is defined
by the scalar �. The definition of the saturation function
in (14) shows how the, otherwise constant, control action
u
sfb

decreases in the boundary layer. The sliding gains
K1, . . . ,K5 are designed such that the summation of the
gains is high enough to overcome the disturbances and reach
the boundary layer around the sliding surface [18]. As the
disturbances in the real system are usually not well-known,
these gains usually have to be chosen conservatively and
adapted after experimental testing. Once all these scalars and
matrices are defined, the matrix M can be computed as

M = �F � ��1KG, (17)

and the feedback control components u
lfb

(12) and u
sfb

(13)
are fully determined.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

A. Overall Objective

The goal of the experiment on DIII-D was to repeatedly
and reliably track a desired q profile denoted by q(⇢̂, t)

ref

and internal-energy value denoted by W (t)
ref

during the
ramp-up and early flattop phases of the discharge (t 2
[0.4, 3] s) for arbitrary initial conditions (at t = 0.4 s)
and unpredictable disturbances. These references (or targets)
were slightly modified versions of the q profile and W value
achieved in discharge 163822. This previously performed
reference discharge is characterized by a monotonic q profile
with a relatively high q

min

of around 1.6 at t = 3 s, which
favors plasma stability and performance. To keep the plasma
in H-mode, a plasma regime with a temperature profile
characterized by a high center value and a steep temperature
gradient at the edge, it is necessary to sustain a minimal

amount of auxiliary power during this discharge. To achieve
this objective during the DIII-D experiment a lower bound
(3.5 MW ) was imposed to the total NBI power and in
this way transitions to low-confinement (L-mode) plasmas
were avoided. After t = 3 s q-profile control was not longer
pursued and the additional NBI power that became available
from the two diagnostics beams was used to increase the
energy W while sustaining the q profile achieved at t = 3 s
by reducing the plasma resistivity (the q-profile dynamics
becomes stiffer as ⌘ ! 0 as shown in (2)).

B. Summary of Experimental Results

The DVSC was tested in several discharges on the DIII-D
tokamak with similar positive results. In many of the dis-
charges some NBIs failed to work but the feedback controller
was able to overcome these deficits and to achieve the target
profile with the available actuation. We present experimental
results from discharges 165918 and 165919 in this section. It
is possible to note from Fig. 2 (left) that the initial condition
for discharge 165919 was significantly different from the
initial condition for the reference discharge 163822. This
indeed was the case for all discharges. The shape of the initial
q profile did impact the results of the experiment as it will
be explained below because in general the controller could
not match the reference profile until the end of the q-profile
control phase (⇠ 3 s), when the perturbation in the initial
condition was almost completely dissipated. However, and
more importantly, the controller was always very successful
in minimizing the matching error between actual and target
q profiles in a least square sense at all times.

Fig. 2 also compares actual and reference internal-energy
evolutions. Typically, the energy W is tracked relatively well
in an average sense, but the energy is always oscillating due
to the typical variable-structure switching action. In most of
the discharges an offset is observed between actual and target
energy values as shown in Fig. 2 (right) for shot 165919. In
all these cases the actual energy is higher than the reference
energy. This is probably due to the lower bound imposed
on the NBI total power to avoid H-L transitions. Discharge
165918 was the only discharge in the experiment without
this lower bound and the offset was not observed as shown in
Fig. 2 (center). The energy oscillations due to the variable-
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Fig. 3. Time evolution of q(⇢̂, t) (red) compared to the reference q-profile evolution (blue) shows relatively good tracking for shot 165918.
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Fig. 4. Actual q profile (red) compared to reference q profile (blue) at several times. The controller tries to minimize the least square error between actual
and target q profiles in shot 165918.
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Fig. 5. Time evolution of q(⇢̂, t) (red) compared to the reference q-profile evolution (blue) shows relatively good tracking for shot 165919. Tracking is
improved at the plasma edge.
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structurel control action did not introduce any problem in
these discharges. However, tighter energy regulation with
smaller oscillation levels (achievable with a different choice
of control parameters) may be necessary in cases where the
reference value gets close to stability limits.

Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 compare the time evolutions of both
actual and target q profiles at ⇢̂ = 0, 0.3, 0.95 for shots
165918 and 165919, respectively. Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 compare
actual and target q profiles at t = 1, 1.76, 2.98 s also for
shots 165918 and 165919, respectively. The tracking in the
inner region (⇢̂ = 0) was challenged by both the difficulty to
reconstruct the q profile evolution at the magnetic axis (note
the noise level) and the perturbation in the initial condition.
The tracking error decreased as initial perturbations faded
away an the shapes of actual and target q profiles became
similar. The tracking at ⇢̂ ⇡ 0.3 was in general excellent
because as shown by the snapshots in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 this
was the region where actual and target profiles met as the
feedback controller tried to minimize the matching error in
a least square sense. The tracking was not that excellent in
the region defined by 0.3 < ⇢̂ < 0.95 due to once again the
big perturbation in the initial conditions on the day of the
experiment. As in the inner region, the tracking improved
as the initial-condition perturbation faded away by the end
of the q profile control phase. The tracking in the outer
region (⇢̂ = 0.95) was in general very good due to effective
plasma current regulation. When comparing Fig. 3 and Fig. 5
at ⇢̂ = 0.95 it is possible to observe an improvement in
tracking from shot 165918 to shot 165919. This behavior
responds to two reasons. First, the variable-structure gain
associated to the plasma current regulation was increased
from shot 165918 to shot 165919. Second, and probably
more importantly, a lower bound was imposed on the total
beam power starting from shot 165919. The lower bound on
the total beam power moved some of the priority originally
put on energy regulation during the control synthesis to q-
profile regulation since more beam power became available
for q profile control at the expense of a larger tracking error
for the internal energy as shown in Fig. 2. The later reason
explains why the tracking error for the q profile was also
reduced for ⇢̂ < 0.95. As more beam power became available
for q profile control, the controller could inject more non-
inductive current through the beams and lower the q profile.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A discrete-time variable-structure controller for regulation
of the plasma internal energy and safety factor profile of a
tokamak plasma has been designed and tested experimentally
on the DIII-D tokamak. The controller has been constructed
using a discretized and linearized version of the underlying
first-principles-driven model. The reason for using variable-
structure control has been twofold. First, variable-structure
control is robust against uncertainties and disturbances occur-
ring in a tokamak plasma. Second, variable-structure control
allows for very aggressive use of the control inputs, which
is particularly well-suited for neutral beam injection. The
controller has been tested in nonlinear transport simulations

before experimental testing. The availability of the control-
oriented transport model has been exploited to adjust the
control-design parameters. Recent experiments on DIII-D
show that the proposed control law indeed leads to suc-
cessful tracking of the desired q profile and W value.
This suggests that the inherent robustness of the variable-
structure controller may indeed be beneficial for profile
control under the highly disturbed conditions arising in H-
mode plasmas in tokamaks. Use of electron-cyclotron heating
and current drive for feedback control in future work has the
potential to reduce energy oscillations and improve tracking
performance.
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